Abstract

SUDS is a powerful infrastructure for creating dynamic bug detection tools. It contains phases for both static analysis and dynamic instrumentation allowing users to create tools that take advantage of both paradigms. The results of static analysis phases can be used to improve the quality of dynamic bug detection tools created with SUDS and could be expanded to find defects statically. The instrumentation engine is designed in a manner that allows users to create their own correctness models quickly but is flexible to support construction of a wide range of different tools. The effectiveness of SUDS is demonstrated by showing that it is capable of finding bugs and that performance is improved when static analysis is used to eliminate unnecessary instrumentation.

1. Introduction

It is increasingly important in the world today to have correctly working software. Implementation errors, many due to using an inherently unsafe language like C, can be exploited by malicious users to execute arbitrary code and to gain access private data. Therefore, it is necessary to have high quality tools that can detect bugs before software is released.

Software bug detection can either be performed statically or dynamically. Static techniques allow the software developer to prove that a program correctly satisfies a given property. However, the number of possible states that must be searched to obtain such a proof is often extremely large even for a simple property. As a result, the verification of a property can be infeasible. Abstraction of code not relevant to the property can greatly reduce the search space but does not necessarily make searching feasible. Further abstractions that limit the scope or simplify the problem in a manner are often necessary. This typically not only increases the number of bugs detected but also the number of false bug reports, possibly requiring significant manual effort.

Other tools look for software errors at run-time or dynamically. While their effectiveness is obviously restricted by the particular input set, they are effective at finding bugs on the common paths of execution. Unlike static techniques, dynamic techniques do not need to limit the scope of the search. Dynamic checkers can find bugs that span multiple function boundaries, library functions, or even process boundaries. The largest drawback to dynamic bug detection is its dependence on the input. Faults will only be detected if a test is run that exposes the bug. Another downside is the performance overhead associated when running the program. This is particularly true for techniques that track additional state in order to find more defects.

This paper describes SUDS, an infrastructure designed to create a wide range of software bug detection tools. It contains support for both static analysis and dynamic instrumentation. This allows developers to create tools that take advantage of the benefits of both static and dynamic techniques that are effective and efficient. We demonstrate the effectiveness of SUDS by creating a memory and array access checker specific to input-derived variables. This checker found 17 bugs in 9 programs.

At the heart of SUDS is a source-to-source converter that takes C source code as an input and produces instrumented C source code. SUDS contains support for two analyses related to software bug detection: tainted data propagation and program slicing. The results of these phases can be used to focus and/or improve the performance of the instrumented code. Performance of our input checker improved 50% on average when the static analyses of SUDS are employed and used during instrumentation.

The remainder of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of SUDS, giving a brief description of each phase in SUDS. Sections 3 and 4 delve into the details of the static analysis and instrumentation phases respectively. Results of using SUDS are presented in Section 5. Section 6 outlines related work and Section 7 concludes.

2. Overview of SUDS

SUDS, like most compilers and bug detection tools, is organized as a series of different phases. The phases are displayed in Figure 1. SUDS takes preprocessed source code as
Figure 1: Overview of SUDS.

an input and parses the code to create an intermediate representation using an abstract syntax tree (AST). The code then goes through a simplification phase that converts the source code into an equivalent program that is easier to analyze in later phases. The result of this phase is an AST of the simplified program, used by the static analysis and instrumentation phases. The static analysis phase consists of several sub-phases that each perform some sort of static analysis. The result of this phase can be used to improve the dynamic instrumentation. The last phase within SUDS instruments the program based on an instrumentation model. A user can either use an existing model or create their own. The output of SUDS is instrumented source code which than can be compiled and linked with an instrumentation model to form an instrumented program that can be used to detect bugs.

SUDS is written in C++ and processes programs written in the C programming language. The organization of SUDS is highly modular in that other it is relatively straight-forward to modify or add an existing phase without internal knowledge of how the other phases work. The remainder of this section briefly describes each of the phases.

2.1 Parsing

SUDS uses a modified version of the parser from cTool [8]. The parser creates a list of top-level statements that form the AST. The list consists of global variable declarations, type declarations, function prototypes, and function definitions. Each function definition contains a list of statements that forms of the body of the function. As in most compilers, a symbol table is used to keep track of names of variables, types, and functions in the current scope. In addition, a separate table of variables is constructed and is used by the analyses to store attributes associated with the variables.

The parser supports virtually all C programs with a few exceptions. The most prominent restriction is that it requires that all functions be declared before being used. Other restrictions are rare. In a vast majority of these exceptional cases, it is possible to rewrite the code with minimal effort. SUDS supports many, but not all, of the language extensions that have exist in popular compilers such as GCC. Except for addressing these restrictions, no modifications to the program source code are needed. Source code is not needed for system libraries. Functions without source code are not analyzed by SUDS but can be instrumented at their entry and exit points.

2.2 Simplification

The next phase in SUDS is to transform the initial AST into an intermediate C representation similar to the simple grammar developed by Hendren et al. [14] and serves a similar purpose as CIL [22]. The intent of simplification is to reduce the complexity of identifying and instrumenting relevant program points. Complex C statements are broken down into simple statements with at most two operands and a single assignment to an l-value (such as $a = b + c$). Side effects and short-circuited operators (such as $\&\&$) are eliminated via program transformations.

There are two advantages to simplifying the program. It simplifies the static analysis phases - statements can either alter the control of a program or assign data to a memory location but they cannot do both. The other advantage of the simplification process is that instrumented function calls can be restricted to statement boundaries. This is not possible without simplification since there might be an important event in the middle of a long expression.

2.3 Static Analysis

The static analysis phase consists of several subphases. The initial subphases perform standard compiler analyses. A control flow graph is created for each function and a call graph is created for the entire program. A set of definitions and uses is created for each statement and points-to information is computed for each pointer. Two phases are geared toward software bug detection. One detects variables that could hold tainted data. This can be used to focus bug detection and testing on operations that manipulate tainted data.

The definition of tainted can be altered by the user. Another phase performs program slicing and marks statements as either in or not in the slice. The slicing criterion is controlled by the user. A special slicing criterion is any dangerous statement (definition by dangerous also can be altered by the user). This allows SUDS to determine the set of statements that manipulate variables that are eventually used in a dan-
gerous statement.

A more detailed discussion of the static analysis phase is in Section 3. This phase is optional if SUDS is used strictly as an instrumentation tool. It is not necessary to use any of the static analysis information when instrumenting the program.

2.4 Instrumentation

The instrumentation engine of SUDS automatically adds instrumentation based on an instrumentation model. An instrumentation model consists of code that directs SUDS how to instrument the program and the actual instrumented code itself. Models for input checking, memory access, and program tracing are provided. However, the structure of SUDS allows users to easily to create and implement their own models, especially when using one of the provided models as a starting point.

The instrumentation interface of SUDS provides a function for different programming constructs including expressions, statements, and certain events (such as the start of a function). Users can direct SUDS to add instrumentation by implementing the functions that correspond to constructs and events that are interesting with respect to the instrumentation model. A suite of helper functions are provided to simplify the process of adding a call to an instrumentation function with different parameters.

This organization, described in Section 4, facilitates rapid creation of new bug detection tools and is flexible in that users have access to the internals of SUDS to allow for the creation of very powerful, specialized instrumentation. In additional, SUDS can be used to create profilers, coverage tools, debugging aids, and program analyzers.

3. Static Analysis

The static analysis phase of SUDS works on the entire program and consists of these subphases in the order listed:

**Dummy variable creation:** Dynamic memory is modeled by call-site. For each static call to a system function that allocates memory, a dummy variable is created and the return value points to the dummy variable.

**Control flow graph:** The control flow graph is created intraprocedurally. Basic blocks that are not reachable from the starting point are excluded from future subphases.

**Call graph:** A complete call graph is created including calls made by function pointers. The call graph and pointer analysis phase are performed together until both algorithms converge.

**Pointer analysis:** The interprocedural pointer analysis developed by Hind et al. [15] is used. It is used to compute the set of variables that a pointer can point to. Both flow-sensitive and flow-insensitive versions of the algorithm are provided (selected by a command-line switch). Structures, unions, arrays, and dummy heap variables are treated as single variables. Updates to such variables are done in a weak fashion without killing prior relationships.

**Data-flow analysis:** Data-flow analysis is used to determine the set of definitions generated, killed, and used by each statement. The analysis is done intraprocedurally using a standard data-flow algorithm that iterates until steady state. For each call site, live definitions are propagated from the caller to the callee function on a parameter by parameter basis. At the end of the function, definitions that refer to global variables are propagated to all return points. Other definitions are only propagated back to the caller if the definition refers to a variable that had at least one live definition prior to the call. Though the algorithm is not truly context-sensitive, this last rule restricts the flow of definitions from a call site to a completely different return point. Any definitions live in the caller just prior to the call are also considered live just after the call.

**Tainted data propagation:** Determines which variables are tainted. See section 3.1.

**Program slicing:** Determines which statements and variables influence an operation or a particular set of operations. See section 3.2.

The output of these last two phases can be used by the instrumentation phase to improve the efficiency of dynamic bug detection. In the future, it is possible to add phases or incorporate external tools specifically designed to detect bugs statically. Then, the instrumented program can focus on operations that cannot be verified statically.

3.1 Detecting Tainted Data

This phase detects the set of variables that are considered tainted. The definition of tainted can be altered within the SUDS code. By default, data that is derived from input is considered tainted. This choice is based that input data from malicious users can compromise the security of the program and its system. DaCosta et al. [9] observed that functions near an input source are more likely to be vulnerable to security exploits.

The algorithm is similar to constant propagation, a compiler optimization that replaces variables that are known to be constant. The key difference is that SUDS propagates attributes instead of values. A variable definition will have one of two attributes: tainted (derived from input data) or untainted (not derived from input data). The first step is to identify which definitions of integers are derived from input directly from a system function that prompts for input (such as scanf or gets). In addition, this conservatively includes all return values from string conversion functions such as

---

1. The algorithm only works for integers currently but could easily be expanded to other data types.
atoi since our analysis does not track input attributes for strings. These definitions are marked tainted while all other definitions start in the untainted state. Now, the algorithm proceeds iteratively and processes each statement individually during each iteration. For each statement, if any of the definitions used by the statement are tainted, then all definitions generated by the statement are marked tainted. The analysis is interprocedural in a context-insensitive fashion. For function calls and returns, the tainted attribute is propagated from actual parameter to formal parameters and from return statements to return values.

Once a definition enters the tainted state, it remains in that state for the duration of the algorithm. The algorithm continues to iterate until steady state (no definitions enter the tainted state). In the worst case, the algorithm takes $O(ds)$ time where $d$ is the number of definitions and $s$ is the number of statements. The result of this phase is a list of definitions that are tainted.

### 3.2 Program Slicing

Program slicing [32] can be used to determine the statements that influence the operation of a particular operation. Like the tainted propagation algorithm, a definition can be either in one of two states: in the slice or not in the slice.

A backwards slicing algorithm is employed starting with the slicing criterion (the operation under investigation). All definitions that are used in the statement(s) in the criterion are added to the slice. Then, each statement is analyzed. If any definition generated by a statement is in the slice, then all definitions used by the statement are added to the slice. Indirect uses from control statements are also added to the slice by default: if any statement in a control statement is in the slice, then the control statement and its uses are added to the slice. The user can exclude indirect uses by use of a command-line switch. The algorithm is interprocedural and context-insensitive.

SUDS supports three modes for determining the slicing criteria: an individual statement, all dangerous operations in a given function, or all dangerous operations in the program. In the last two cases, the definition of dangerous can be modified within the SUDS code. By default, a dangerous operation is any operation with an array reference or pointer dereference. This allows SUDS to identify the set of statements and definitions that either directly or indirectly affect the operation of any statement considered dangerous.

Once a definition is added to the slice, it remains in the slice for the duration of the algorithm. The algorithm continues to iterate until steady state (no definitions enter the slice). In the worst case, the algorithm takes $O(ds)$ time where $d$ is the number of definitions and $s$ is the number of statements. The result of this phase is a list of definitions (and statements) in the slice.

### 4. Instrumentation

The last phase of SUDS adds instrumentation to the source code. The instrumentation is directed by the particular model that is being used. Different models can be used to check for different correctness properties. Models can also be created for other software-related tasks such as profiling, debugging, and tracing.

Since users are likely to design their own models, this phase has been designed in a fashion for both fast creation of simple models but generic enough to support a wide range of instrumentation tasks. To promote the construction of a model quickly, several helper functions that perform common instrumentation tasks are provided.

#### 4.1 Instrumentation Interface

All models must adhere to a common interface consisting of several member functions that correspond to various programming constructs and events. Figure 2 shows a partial listing of the instrumentation model interface - the entire list of interface functions is much longer. In the base interface, the functions perform no action. An instrumentation model is a class derived from this base interface. Functions corresponding to interesting constructs and events with respect to the model are overwritten to add instrumentation.

During the instrumentation phase, SUDS traverses the AST calling the appropriate interface function for each programming construct or event. This phase is static and makes only one pass through the program. The purpose of the interface functions is to add instrumentation to the program when necessary. The output of this phase (and SUDS) is instrumented source code.

Many of the parameters in the interface routines are pointers to internal data structures within SUDS. For instance, the class Stmt refers to a statement and DerefExpr refers to a dereference operation. The internal data structures are used in two ways. One use is to further analyze the data structure to determine which instrumentation function, if any, to call. Frequently, the type of the expression is analyzed when adding instrumentation. For instance, an addition operation involving two integers will typically be treated differently than an addition operation involving a pointer and an integer. The second use of the internal data structures is for specifying parameters to pass into the instrumentation functions. This process is described in Section 4.2.

The parameters before and after each point to a list of statements. In order to successfully add instrumentation, it is necessary to add the newly created statement to either the before list or the after list. If the instrumentation is added to the before list, it is added before the statement or event in question. Similarly, it is added after the statement or event if
it is added to the after list. Notice how some of the functions require instrumentation to be added before, other require instrumentation to be added afterwards, and the rest allow instrumentation to be added either before or after or both.

The first four functions of Figure 2 refer to different expressions noting that are different functions for expressions on the left-hand side than expressions on the right-hand side. Since simplification removes all side effects, the only interesting expression statements are assignments statements and function calls. During the traversal, the function instrumentLhsVar is called when the left-hand side of an assignment is a single variable (such as “\texttt{a = b + c;}”) and instrumentRhsDerefExpr is called when the right-hand side of an assignment contains a dereference (such as “\texttt{x = \*p;}”). When processing the right-hand side, the data member currLhs stores the current expression that comprises the left-hand side of the assignment. This is done to add instrumentation that needs access to both sides of an assignment.

The next three instrumentation functions (lines 11-13) refer to different types of statements. They behave in a similar fashion to expressions except that instrumentation can only be added before the statement. In a return statement, statically adding a statement afterwards is pointless since it will never execute. In the case of the if and while statements, the precise meaning of after is ambiguous and since side-effects are removed, adding instrumentation before control statements suffices in almost all situations. Similar functions exist for other types of statements.

The instrumentation functions from lines 16-20 deal with function calls. The first two functions allow the user to insert instrumentation when functions are called - the second function is used for system calls or any function where source code is not present. The function instrumentReturnFrom can be used to add instrumentation just after a function call and is useful for adding instrumentation involving the return value. The function instrumentCallExprArg allows instrumentation to be added for each actual parameter used in a function call. Similarly, the function instrumentBirthParm is called each time a formal parameter is declared at the beginning of a function. Together, they can be used to copy state from the actual parameters to the formal parameters. These last two functions have an additional parameter offset that refers to the position in which the parameters appear in the parameter list. Structure variables also use the offset field. Initially instrumentCallExprArg will be called for the entire structure. Then it is called for each data member in the structure (called recursively for nested structures). For each data member, the offset is incremented. The same approach is used for the instrumentBirthParm function. The parameter exprStr contains the expression associated with the variable in string form and is provided for convenience when used as a parameter in an instrumentation function.

In lines 23-30, functions are provided for interesting events: variable declarations (birth), when variables go out of scope (death), the beginning and end of functions, and the
beginning and end of the program.

4.2 Calling Instrumentation Functions

Once a user has determined which constructs and events need instrumentation, the next step is to write the interface routines to add the instrumentation. In most cases, the added instrumentation will merely be one line to call a function likely with some parameters. Helper routines are provided to simplify this task. The basic flow is as follows:

1. Initialize the call by calling `initInstrCall`. This function takes no parameters.
2. Add parameters to the function. Table 1 outlines the different routines are available depending on the type and use of parameter.
3. Complete the call by calling `addInstrCall`. This function takes two parameters: a list to add the instrumentation statement to (either the before or after lists) and the name (string) of the function to call.

This process is best illustrated using an example of instrumentation model. Figure 3 shows a model used to trace function calls. In both cases the functions are called with one parameter - the name of the function passed as a string. The next step is to write the functions `function_begin` and `function_end`. The actual instrumentation functions simply display an appropriate message with the function name. Another example, an array checker, is presented in the next section.

It is also possible to create inlined instrumentation or instrumentation code that is an arbitrary set of C statements instead of a single function call. Instrumentation is managed using string and string streams allowing users to take advantage of both the C++ string library and print routines that already exist for variables, expressions, and statements within SUDS.

### Table 1: Helper routines for adding parameters to calls to instrumentation routines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
<th>If x is</th>
<th>Then, add</th>
<th>Used For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>addStringParm(string x);</td>
<td>foo</td>
<td>foo</td>
<td>Passing any expression in string form. Use this function for passing values stored in <code>exprStr</code>, a parameter provided by some interface routines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addStringConstantParm(string x);</td>
<td>foo</td>
<td>“foo”</td>
<td>Passing any string used as a constant within the instrumentation routine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addIntegerParm(int x);</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Passing any integer constant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addExprParm(Expr *x);</td>
<td>a[i]</td>
<td>a[i]</td>
<td>Passing the value of an expression or variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addStringExprParm(Expr *x);</td>
<td>a[i]</td>
<td>“a[i]”</td>
<td>Passing the expression as a string - useful for debugging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addAddrOfExprParm(Expr *x);</td>
<td>a[i]</td>
<td>&amp;a[i]</td>
<td>Passing the address of an expression (assuming it is addressable) - useful for tracking all variables since heap variables do not have names.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Creating Instrumentation Models

Creating an instrumentation model requires the code to direct SUDS where to insert calls to instrumentation func-

```cpp
class instrTrace : public instrInterface {
public:
    void instrumentBeginFunction(FunctionDef *fn, Stmt *&after) {
        initInstrCall();
        addStringConstantParm(fn->FunctionName());
        addInstrCall(after, "function_begin");
    }
    void instrumentEndFunction(FunctionDef *fn, Stmt *&before) {
        initInstrCall();
        addStringConstantParm(fn->FunctionName());
        addInstrCall(before, "function_end");
    }
};
```

Figure 3: Sample instrumentation model for tracing function calls.
the model could easily be expanded to include pointers. It is also worth noting that there is no distinction between array references on the left-hand side and those on the right-hand side so the right-hand side routine merely calls the left-hand side routine.

SUDS can use the result of prior static analysis phases when instrumenting the program. Look at the commented out in the function instrumentLhsArrayExpr of Figure 4. Instrumentation is only added if the index used to reference the array is tainted. This allows the user to focus on array references where the index is tainted. If the index is not tainted, then no instrumentation is added. This notion could be expanded to safe and unsafe. Perhaps this array reference could be verified statically - then no instrumentation is necessary. This approach allows static analysis to fall back to dynamic instrumentation in cases where this is not enough information to determine if the operation is safe.

In addition to the two models described in this paper, additional models are provided including the input checker used in our results section. The input checker utilizes an object table and uses range analysis so that the entire range of possible values can be tracked. Both can be used in new models created by users. The object table has a debugging mode that is helpful both to debug newly created models and to pinpoint the source of an error once a defect.

5. Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of SUDS, we implemented and used the input checker described in our prior work [18]. The input checker uses ranges to track integers and strings that are derived from user-input. The checker checks for array overflows, pointer dereference errors, and string library errors such as overflowing strings and null termination problems. Since ranges are used, it is not necessary to have a precise data input to expose an error. Additional checks detect cases where unbounded input data is used in a loop or memory allocation.

We used the nine programs shown in Table 2. All programs were compiled using GCC and with an -O4 optimization level. Four of the programs (anagram, ft, ks, and yacr2) are from the pointer-intensive benchmark suite [27] and were selected due to the difficulty of analyzing these programs statically. The other five programs are networking applications, including the popular secure shell program openssh (the server sshd specifically) and gaim, a popular instant messaging program. The other three server programs include a FTP server (betaftpd) and two web servers (ghttpd and thttpd).

5.1 Bugs Detected

The most important aspect of evaluating a bug detection infrastructure is its ability to find bugs. When applying our input checker we were able to find the 17 bugs in the 9 programs, as shown in Table 2. The 17 bugs were a mix of array overflows, use of unbounded data in loops, and string library.
function problems. We did detect six false alarms but all of these were attributed to an overly aggressive model rather than any shortcoming of SUDS. Users of SUDS can create models that are more conservative, reducing the number of false alarms but also possibly reducing the number of actual bugs found.

For comparison purposes, the same programs were run on different bug detection tools to see if they catch the same bugs. We used the static bug detection tool Splint [17] and the dynamic tool Valgrind [24] in our comparison. The results are shown in Table 2. Splint reported a large number of errors since we did not annotate the source code which would eliminate a large number of the false reports. As a result, we only manually looked for errors we found with our input checker and error reports that were marked “likely”; a vast majority of the errors were labeled as “possible”. It was able to find seven out of the seventeen bugs that we detected. It is important to note that these tools are designed to find similar but different type of bugs so a direct comparison is not entirely fair. The purpose of this experiment is to show that the SUDS infrastructure is capable of creating bug detection tools that are at least on par with existing tools.

5.2 Performance Results

To analyze performance, we compared the run-time performance with and without the static analysis features enabled. For this particular model, we marked data coming from input as tainted and all operations that required a check as dangerous (includes array references, pointer dereferences, loop conditions, and malloc inputs). The results are shown in Table 3. The baseline column shows how fast the program runs without any instrumentation. The unoptimized and optimized SUDS columns refer to the speed of the instrumented programs without and with static analyses enabled respectively.

The amount of the amount of slow-down experienced by the unoptimized programs varies across the benchmarks. The four server programs exhibited the least amount of slow down with *thttpd* having the most with just over 17x. The four pointer intensive benchmarks suffered significant slow-down from a factor of 30x in *ft* to 186x in *yacr2*. The disparity in the results can be attributed to the fact that the pointer intensive benchmarks have more integer processing than the servers and have a significantly higher number of dynamic instrumentation calls.

When the static analyses are enabled, the performance improved (shown in the last column of Table 3) by 50% on average. In general, programs that had the worst impact on performance saw the best performance improvement. For instance, *yacr2*, which had a factor of 189x slowdown, saw a performance improvement of 48%. On the other end of the spectrum, *openssl* saw little performance improvement since it suffered very little performance degradation initially.

When comparing the performance results to that of Valgrind (in Table 3), our approach suffers a similar magnitude of slowdown for most of the benchmarks. In seven of the nine programs, the optimized programs from SUDS are faster. The two exceptions were *yacr2* (which was really slow in SUDS) and *thttpd* (which was really fast in Valgrind). It is important to note that Valgrind and our input checker look for different types of bugs making a precise performance comparison impossible.

### Table 3: Run-time performance results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Baseline Time</th>
<th>Valgrind Time</th>
<th>SUDS Unoptimized Time</th>
<th>SUDS Optimized Time</th>
<th>Perf. Improve %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>Time Ratio</td>
<td>Time Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anagram</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>31.33</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>52.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>32.89</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>29.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ks</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>83.20</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>79.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yacr2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>31.92</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>188.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betaftpd</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghttpd</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>35.60</td>
<td>68.46</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openssl</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>didn’t work</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thttpd</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>17.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Due to the interactive nature of *gaim*, it is not included in any performance experiments. There was not a noticeable slow-down when using the instrumented version of *gaim*. 
6. Related Work

There are several tools used to instrument programs. ATOM [29] and Pin [19] are primarily used for performance analysis and gathering statistics about programs but could be used to detect lower-level software bugs such as invalid memory accesses. Valgrind [31] is another infrastructure used to supervise programs and has specialized functionality for detecting software faults. The main disadvantage of these tools is that they all operate at the assembly-code level limiting the types of bugs they can detect. Tikir and Hollingsworth [30] describe an instrumentation technique for obtaining coverage for testing.

Recently, research groups have looked at techniques to incorporate static analysis in testing tools. CCured [23] uses a static verifier to prove as many dangerous operations safe as possible using a type system. Then instrumentation is added to catch any bugs for operations that cannot be proved safe. One key difference between SUDS and CCured is that SUDS is designed to be a general-purpose tool both in terms of static analysis and the instrumentation engine. Other research [7, 10, 28] has looked at using static analysis to automate testing. The premise is to use static techniques to analyze code. Based on this analysis, test cases are generated and run with the hope of detecting errors. This work is complementary to ours in that SUDS could assist in the process of detect errors dynamically with the generated test cases. One example of using analysis to improve performance is the work done by Bodik et. al. [2]. They use a lightweight static analysis to determine if array bounds checks are redundant with earlier checks. GrammaTech developed CodeSurfer [12], a whole program analysis tool with program slicing, and CodeSonar [11], a tool designed to catch a variety of memory access and other defects statically.

Memory access errors are a popular target for run-time or dynamic bug detection. Examples of dynamic bug detection systems include GNU’s checker [5], Purify [13], Parasoft’s Insure++ [26], and Jones and Kelly [16]. These tools detect memory bugs by keeping track of the state of dynamically allocated memory using a table to keep track of the state of memory. In Purify [13], the table is implemented using a bitmap array making accesses fast. However, the limited amount of information gained from a small number of bits restricts the types of errors that can be detected. Dynamic taint analysis has been used [25] to prevent unauthorized access or corruption.

There are many different approaches to verifying software statically or at compile-time. One approach is to use symbolic analysis to determine if a property has been violated. ARCHER [33] is a path-sensitive tool that uses symbolic analysis to find memory access errors. Coen-Porisini et. al. [4] use symbolic execution for a subset of the C programming language and have applied their technique to safety-critical software systems. Symbolic execution can be used to determine if a path is illegal. Zhang and Wang [34] describe BoNuS, a symbolic technique for determining path feasibility that supports both arithmetic inequalities and Boolean operators. Other common static approaches include using a constraint solver to detect violations [3, 17, 31] and model checking [1, 6, 20, 21].

7. Conclusions and Future Work

SUDS is a powerful infrastructure for creating bug detection tools that rely on both static analysis and dynamic instrumentation. It is effective in finding bugs dynamically using different correctness models.

Static analysis phases are used to improve dynamic bug detection by focusing on operations that can be exploited by malicious users. This improves performance 50% in the model we tested. The instrumentation engine is generic allowing users to create their own models of correctness.

The ultimate goal of SUDS is to explore new techniques that effectively combine static and dynamic approaches. As a first step in that work, we feel it is necessary to analyze what makes certain bugs hard to find (or prove the absence of
bugs) statically and what makes certain bugs hard to find dynamically. By understanding what lies at the heart of static and dynamic techniques, we can take advantage of the best of both paradigms.
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